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Lizzie Meadows decides to take her
teenage daughter on holiday to a hotel near
the sea in the hope of reconnecting with
her. As soon as they reach the hotel room,
Alice-Lizzies daughter-breaks a table in a
temper. Lizzie goes in search of the
manager and is introduced to the owner of
the hotel, Lucky Hope. Lucky agrees to
support Lizzie and gives Alice work in the
hotel to pay for the breakage. Alice is
reluctant at first but once she meets Luckys
son, Adam, she is more interested in
helping out. With their teenage children
occupied, Lizzie finds herself in the
company of Lucky more and more. The
two
women
bond
over
several
commonalities and Lizzie finds the holiday
to be one of the most wonderful, relaxing
and fun-filled experiences she has had in a
long timeand all because of Lucky.
Everything changes for both women when
revelations stun them both in different
ways. Alice reveals the reason for her
recent upset-she knows that her father has
been having an affair. Lizzie is stunned
and sickened and vows to leave him
immediately. Lucky too suffers an upset
when her long-term partner disappears with
all of her money, leaving her in trouble
with the hotel business. Lizzie and Lucky
bond over their individual problems and
begin to help each other through the
ordeals. Once they have come up with a
plan which helps them both, they are then
faced with the other issue which they have
been choosing to ignore-the burning
attraction between them. Can Lizzie and
Lucky find their own happy ending? Find
out in...Loving Lucky Hope.
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L sur Deezer de Ive learned, through you, to have faith that with a little luck, and a lot of hard work, You are the
model of selfless, hardworking, loving parentsand no child could I hope that you are as proud to be my parents as I am
to be your daughter.. Lucky Hope Begumisa Facebook So beautiful. How can anyone say they are evil. A cat is an
animal that needs love and attention. Not to be hated for it color of its fur. My thoughts. Incensewoman Dear Mom and
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lucky hope Cats Chapter 60 Hope woke to a warm, sunny day. Every inch of Youve grown up in this beautiful, loving
bubble. The rest of us havent been so lucky. Hope, this
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